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Success Story

WIP is a powerful boost for every (Qlik) BI Team. It produces a safer development and deployment environment and it gives the team full control on
each member’s work. The seamless interaction and integration with Qlik is a strong component for maintainable and well-structured BI projects.

Challenges
Informatec provides an exclusive solution in the DACH Region
for tidy and professional version management and deployment
with WIP for Qlik. For most companies we are working with, the
development of QlikView and Qlik Sense applications for the
BI-team is often challenging; Different versions are in
circulation or individual software adaptations have not been
adopted across the board.

Results / Benefits
Developers and system administrators obtain a secure tool
for effective management of development and deployment in
QlikView or Qlik Sense for one or more environments within the
enterprise. This minimizes the risks potentially created by
various versions being used in parallel or incorrect user
definitions. Fully automated version control and check-out /
check-in functions, source control with compare function
between applications and display of the deployment process
over multiple environments are further benefits of WIP.
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“WIP is a powerful boost for every
(Qlik) BI Team.”
~ Soares Flávio ~

We have a strong partnership with ebiexperts; we appreciate
that they share their knowledge and that they are also aware of
our input for further development.

Solutions
WIP enables optimal control of the administration and
distribution of Qlik versions within a business intelligence (BI).
This fact reduces the administrative burden of Qlik applications
to a minimum. WIP automatically creates versions with unique
naming conventions and allows us to compare them. WIP also
manages and controls all aspects of a file throughout its life
cycle, from its requirement to retirement.
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Quality Control

due to automated checks and controlled deployments

REDUCTION

due to versioning and roll-back functionalities

Efficiency

due to an efficient team workflow
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